Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume U.S.S. Hayden Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CTO_Jexta says:
:: on the bridge.. listening to report ::

EO_Susman says:
:: At bridge :: CTO: Damage Report is here.  The ship is in Red Alert Operations Mode due to SFRA protocols.  Weapons: Offline, 1 torpedo launcher jammed. Shields: 30%. IPS: Damaged. WPS: Not effective here.  RCS: 80%. Bridge LSS: Enabled and working at 100%. Ship's Life Support and Environmental Systems: Working from Emergency power only. LRS and SRS: Offline. Main EPS grids: Offline. COMM with decks 9 to 11: not possible!!...I can

OPS_Gregg says:
;;on bridge at station::

MO_Charn says:
::in sickbay, trying to accommodate the injured members of the crew::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::on bridge leaning over Science Station 1::

TAC_Valrek says:
::runs to the shuttle bay to make sure all personnel have been evacuated::

Morvek says:
@::gaining access to the environmental systems on Biodome 5::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: What our status.. are we still going down ?

SO_Zaldivar says:
::rerouting power to SRS::

FCO_mathews says:
CTO: Yes sir, ::stabbing helm::

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Have you located an Helium disk ?

CMO_Revee says:
::in sickbay assessing damage to Med systems and trying not to vomit due to motion of ship:::

OPS_Gregg says:
::monitoring all channels::

CNS_Kent says:
::on way to sick bay::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: You must try to give more power to the thrusters and focus your repair on the IPS..

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  Sensors are damaged sir attempting to compensate

SO_Zaldivar says:
OPS:  Can I get some help here?

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  The Hayden continues to shudder as the stress of the gas giant's atmosphere increases.

CTO_Jexta says:
OPS: Transfer all available power to the RCS thruster..

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I thought the same, sir :: Tries to get power ::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: What the status of the SIF ?

MO_Charn says:
CMO: We have no more room to accommodate the injured crewmembers

TAC_Valrek says:
::gets to the shuttle bay just as the last person is evacuated::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye...::attempting to reroute power::

CNS_Kent says:
::enters sickbay::

FCO_Mathews says:
::sets RCS thruster to max::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: What the status of Shuttle bay ?

TAC_Valrek says:
::gets a report from the security detail at the shuttle bay::

CMO_Revee says:
Ens Charn: organize a team and begin triage, sort the injured into priority cases

MO_Charn says:
::raises her head as Anna Kent arrives to sickbay::

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* : Shuttle bay has been evacuated and is secure, Sir

MO_Charn says:
CMO: Yes, doctor

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:: alright sir Short range operational looking for helium disks now .::scan for helium disk::

CNS_Kent says:
CMO: CMO Lalore sent me to assist, where do you need me?

CMO_Revee says:
Kent:: assist Ens. Charn with triage, help to calm injured

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: good .. prepare to open it on my command..  Matthews: how far out are we from exiting the atmosphere ?

CNS_Kent says:
CMO: understood

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I need to shut down the shuttle bay, sir

TAC_Valrek says:
::sets controls to open at the push of only one button::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: How long can you keep the Shuttlebay active ?

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* : Shuttle Bay ready

EO_Susman says:
CTO: 10 minutes

MO_Charn says:
Kent: please help me to do the triage

TAC_Valrek says:
::holds his finger above the button to open the shuttle bay::

Morvek says:
@::raising the temperature of Biodome 5::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Fill it with ionize particle on my command.. we're gonna try to use the powerful magnetic field of the planet to push us out.. Matthews: Try to head us up..

CMO_Revee says:
Computer:: have any medical systems been damaged?

FCO_Mathews says:
SO: Have you located a suitable helium disk?

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Status of Helium disk.. can you see one ?

EO_Susman says:
CTO: What????  Where is the power?

MO_Charn says:
::hands Kent a Med tricorder and starts sorting the injured members of the crew::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: where do we start  ::grabs a hypo-spray and a tricorder::

CMO_Revee says:
MO Charn: feel free to order team members as you need and use what ever additional crew members you may require

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: use the power from the Shuttle bay itself..

TAC_Valrek says:
::waits patiently...hoping that this works in an atmosphere::

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  Just now sir, I'll feed coordinates to FCO ::transfer helium disk location::

MO_Charn says:
CMO: All right

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Ok...Try it

FCO_Mathews says:
::feels breakfast coming alive::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: If you need a push forward.. I want to ask TAC Valrek to open he shuttle bay door..

MO_Charn says:
::signals to two doctors to aid her::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Good job.. keep filling the Shuttlebay with it..

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Open shuttle bay?

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Matthews will give you the command to open the shuttle bay.. Matthews: if you need it only..

CNS_Kent says:
::heads to passage just outside sickbay::

EO_Susman says:
ALL: Emergency power at 60% and going down.. I'm trying to repair the IPS

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: as soon as the shuttlebay as finished open.. shut it down..

CMO_Revee says:
Charn:: biobed diagnostics are damaged, hope you brushed up on your diagnostic skills

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  I should remind you that allowing a toxic, unstable atmosphere into our main shuttle bay with only emergency life support may not work very well

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* : Aye Sir

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Acknowledge

FCO_Mathews says:
Valrek: Open the shuttlebay now

CNS_Kent says:
Revee, Charn: the passageway is full of injured crew, I'm going to begin there

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: That's why I want to use it as an emergency procedure..

MO_Charn says:
Verdun, Gorman, I need you both to help Ens. Kent and I sort the injured, remember to bring here the serious cases and leave the others where they are, we'll get to them later

TAC_Valrek says:
::pushes the button and watches the shuttle bay open::

TAC_Valrek says:
*FCO_Matthews* Shuttle bay has opened

MO_Charn says:
Kent: Doctors Verdun and Gorman are coming with you, we'll let the ones in Sickbay do their job without us here

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: request available crew members to assist in setting up secondary sickbay in mess hall

MO_Charn says:
CMO: I can do this, don't worry

CTO_Jexta says:
*CMO*: Approve..

SO_Zaldivar says:
FCO: avoid the coordinates I just fed you

FCO_Mathews says:
::resets course::

MO_Charn says:
::follows Kent to the passageway::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: understood  :: begins scanning the nearest crew member::

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  Life support systems have failed on Decks 4 - 7.  Science console on the bridge explodes injuring SO_Zaldivar.

CMO_Revee says:
Charn:  great,   you have the command of your team, let me know if you need my help

CTO_Jexta says:
FCO: no.. keep going toward the pocket.. SO_Zaldivar..

CTO_Jexta says:
::: "oh great"::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::falls to floor::

EO_Susman says:
:: Tries to keep power to SIF :: CTO: LSS has failed on Deck 4 to 7. 

MO_Charn says:
::sends Verdun and Gorman to each ends of the passageway and starts working::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Sickbay*: Medical team to the bridge..

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Aye sir ::Changes course back::

OPS_Gregg says:
::moves forward as I see the panel explode::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: go to science console 1 ::

TAC_Valrek says:
::sends security teams to aid in evacuating the decks without life-support::

MO_Charn says:
CMO: Yes, doctor

SO_Zaldivar says:
::stunned trying to rise::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Can you activate the deflector dish to emulate a small subspace field ?

OPS_Gregg says:
::rushes toward SO_Zaldivar::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: hope he hasn't forget all about science ::

MO_Charn says:
::kneels besides a young Ensign, takes his pulse::

Morvek says:
@::finishes raising the temperature about 10 degrees::

EO_Susman says:
:: Enables Emergency LSS for sickbay :: *CMO/MO*: I'm trying to activate the Emergency LSS of Sickbay. If I can't make it try there, acknowledge?

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: I need a response now.. can you manage to activate the deflector dish ???

TAC_Valrek says:
::leaves a couple security at the shuttle bay and goes to the bridge::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Perhaps......

MO_Charn says:
::taps her commbadge:: Susman: acknowledged

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* : I am coming to the bridge unless you need me elsewhere

SO_Zaldivar says:
MO:  Mom?

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Than use it to emulate a strong subspace field around that helium disk.. it might lower its density enough for us to get out..

MO_Charn says:
::no pulse... shakes head and continues with the next one::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Keep helping in the evacuation of the decks....

CMO_Revee says:
Charn: prepare to evacuate your patients to the emergency sickbay in mess hall on deck 2

MO_Charn says:
CMO: Aye

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: stay down there..

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* evacuation is underway

CNS_Kent says:
::uses a tricorder to scan an Ens. from engineering, just minor burns::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: OK...:: Begins the modifications to the Deflector ::

Morvek says:
@::accessing the vacuum generators of the biodomes::

MO_Charn says:
Kent, Gorman, Verdun: Prepare to take our patients to emergency sickbay, that's the messhall on deck 2

TAC_Valrek says:
::turns for the damaged decks::

CMO_Revee says:
::sends medic team to bridge::

CTO_Jexta says:
::look around:: *sickbay: I repeat send a medical team to the bridge.. Gregg.. find a medical kit and threat mister SO_Zaldivar..

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: ready

OPS_Gregg says:
::looks for a Med kit::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Status of Deflector ?

CMO_Revee says:
Computer: is emergency medical transporter operational?

Morvek says:
@::begins to evacuate the air from some of the biodomes::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Only  30 seconds

OPS_Gregg says:
::finds a Med kit in the CO's RR, returns to SO_Zaldivar to treat::

MO_Charn says:
::nods to Kent:: CMO: We are ready to take our patients to the messhall, doctor

OPS_Gregg says:
::opens medkit::

TAC_Valrek says:
::gets to the damaged decks to find security hard at work::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Prepare to create a subspace bubble around the Deflector dish..

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Bad news...Deflector Systems Offline

OPS_Gregg says:
::scans vitals::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I'll try the Auxiliary

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Good..

CNS_Kent says:
::starts assisting able crew to their feet::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Make it so..

OPS_Gregg says:
::injects a hypo to ease the pain::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Are we near the Helium disk now ? Gregg: How is SO_Zaldivar ?

CTO_Jexta says:
:: feel the ship is still rocking.. ::

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Very close sir

EO_Susman says:
:: Enables a power back up and gives power to the Aux. Deflector and begins the creation of the field :: CTO: Now you have the controls of the field, ok?

CTO_Jexta says:
:: check sensors to see what is the density of the helium disk ::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: he's resting but it doesn't look good, need to get him to sickbay

MO_Charn says:
::begins to carry a wounded engineer to TL with Gorman's aid::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I'll try to get IPS ready

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: good.. activate the deflector now and begin creating the subspace field..

CMO_Revee says:
:::swallow hard to combat nausea and thinks of old sailing days with Wendyway:::

EO_Susman (console.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Good..

TAC_Valrek says:
::Coordinates the security to perform first aid to those who are injured or take those who aren’t to the less damaged decks::

CMO_Revee says:
:::shakes head and gets back to solving this problem::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Never mind.. keep working on the IPS system.. I will reroute the command to the TAC console. (where I am )..

TAC_Valrek says:
*Susman* : what is the status on getting our main power back online?

MO_Charn says:
::arrives to TL and enters:: TL: Deck2

CNS_Kent says:
:: stumbles as the ship continues to shake, tries to keep from an injured crewman::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: push a few buttons.. keep using the auxiliary deflector to reduce the density of the helium disk.:: Matthews: ETA to helium disk ?

TAC_Valrek says:
::thinking of trying to get life support working again on the damaged decks::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: did you hear me.. Zaldivar is badly burnt, need to get him to sickbay

EO_Susman says:
:: Tries to give power to the IPS :: *TAC*: Not here.. I need to get out of here

MO_Charn says:
::exits TL and continues to carry her patient to Deck2:: Doctor Gorman: you can go back and help  Verdun bring the rest, I'm staying here.

TAC_Valrek says:
*Susman* Understood

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Few more seconds

CNS_Kent says:
:: arrives at TL, helps some of the crew in:: TL Deck 2

TAC_Valrek says:
::continues aiding the wounded::

Host JamesGM says:
Action: The Helium disk drops in density drastically and rises.

Morvek says:
@::accessing as many biodomes at once as he can, preparing to overload all systems::

CTO_Jexta says:
*CMO*: Use any mean which you feel are required to help any wounded officers..

TAC_Valrek says:
::feels the lurch of the ship::

MO_Charn says:
::continues to carry her patient on her own.. notices more injured crew members on her way::

FCO_Mathews says:
::braces::

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  The Hayden is caught within the helium disk and is fired up and out of the gas giant's atmosphere... amidst a bumpy ride.

MO_Charn says:
::stumbles and falls::

EO_Susman says:
:: Tries to keep the SIF up ::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: see on sensors that the ship is going out.. ..holding on ::

CMO_Revee says:
::Med team carried SO_Zaldivar to emergency sickbay in mess hall for treatment of his burns::

CTO_Jexta says:
ALL: Hold on all.. we're almost out..

OPS_Gregg says:
::tries to gain his balance::

TAC_Valrek says:
::hangs on to a nearby wall for balance::

MO_Charn says:
::raises and continues her way to the messhall::

CNS_Kent says:
::tumbles out of TL::

MO_Charn says:
::enters messhall and accommodates her patient::

CMO_Revee says:
::starts to get her old sea legs back as she lurches towards critical patient:::

TAC_Valrek says:
::sees others getting tossed around::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: SIF is holding!

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: good.. ..

Morvek says:
@::decides to overload the biodomes one at a time, less confusing::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: check status of ship system.. ::

OPS_Gregg says:
::stands and watches Med team carry Zaldivar off::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: How much time before we leave the atmosphere of Bellak 9 ?

OPS_Gregg says:
::returns to station::

CNS_Kent says:
::picks herself and an injured crew member up and heads to the mess hall::

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: We are out!

EO_Susman says:
:: Begins to start the repairs on the IDF ::

MO_Charn says:
::notices Triton and makes her way to him::

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Try to transfer power to the IDF and the SIF

CTO_Jexta says:
Aloud; Good job all..

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye ::attempting to find power to reroute to the IDF and SIF

TAC_Valrek says:
::doesn't know what happened but decides to help the wounded as much as he can::

CMO_Revee says:
<Medic team > :: uses bioregenerator to repair burned tissue on SO_Zaldivar and administers additional hypospray with pain killers::

EO_Susman says:
CTO/FCO Don't begin Warp or anything else...I have to get the IDF working before

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: try to get us as a far away as you can from the planet.. and head use toward Bellak 3..

MO_Charn says:
::kneels next to Triton:: Zaldivar: can you talk? ::starts scanning him with tricorder::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Understood..

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Aye sir

SO_Zaldivar says:
MO:  Huh?

OPS_Gregg says:
::sees the emergency power to full, I reroute power to the SIF and IDF

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: I want you to open a channel to Bellak 3 immediately.. can you do that ?

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Emergency power back to Full. Beginning to engage the warp core 

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Gorman:: Gorman: there are a few more people back there, let's get them into the mess hall with the others.

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: I'll try sir...::opening a channel::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: don't exceed the limit required by the Ensign Susman.

MO_Charn says:
SO: you have a big concussion, and you are pretty much burned, but that's not serious

EO_Susman says:
:: Starts the Warp Core and repairs the IPS ::

Morvek says:
@::uses biodome sensors to isolate a dome which contains some Starfleet Away Team members...  he then begins to access the power systems::

CTO_Jexta says:
COM:Bellak3: This is LtJG Jexta Lalore.. Can anyone hear me ?

SO_Zaldivar says:
MO:  can I go back to the bridge Doc?

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: I want you to focus your repair on the Warp Core.. we need to get to Bellak 3 as soon as possible..

EO_Susman says:
OPS: I need you to try to repair the COMM with the Decks, ok?

EO_Susman says:
CTO: OK

MO_Charn says:
::injects hypo to Triton:: SO: You should be ok, but... you need some rest, Ens.

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir ::running diagnostics::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Evacuate the deck where LSS is down..

Morvek says:
@::decides that dying by asphyxiation is crueler::

CNS_Kent says:
::works with Dr. Gorman to get the injured into the temp. sickbay::

SO_Zaldivar says:
MO: yeah but the ship needs its eyes ::stands moves to lift::

TAC_Valrek says:
::receives reports of damages and wounded from other security teams::

CTO_Jexta says:
*CMO*: Status of wounded.. ?

EO_Susman :: Is repairing the LSS :: (console2.wav)

MO_Charn says:
SO: All right, go back to the bridge, just report back to me as soon as this is over.

CMO_Revee says:
::evacuates Captain and XO to temp sickbay::

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: many of them..... and more coming in

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* evacuation has been completed....we are treating the wounded now

EO_Susman :: Begins the mixture for the WPS :: (console2.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman:  Focus your repair on the Warp Core please.. we need to get power back if we want the auxiliary LSS to work..

Morvek says:
@::accessing the air generators of Biodome 33...  setting them to reverse::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: lt. matters is hailing us from Biodome 33

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Any news from Bellak 3 ?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: all new wounded are being routed to the mess hall for treatment

SO_Zaldivar says:
TL: Bridge

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: On Screen !

EO_Susman says:
CTO: acknowledge, Warp will be online in 10 minutes

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Good..

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: sorry sir audio only

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: put it on speaker..

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye.. opening channel

Host JamesGM says:
Message: The biodome has been sealed!  We are requesting immediate help....  ::a hissing sound is heard amidst some screams... the message cuts out::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::exits TL heads for SCI Station 2::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: thinks: "By the Prophet!"::

CNS_Kent says:
::in mess hall working with wounded::

TAC_Valrek says:
::sends security teams to double check damaged decks for more wounded....::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I'll move to Main Engineering. It's Needed

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi>  ::is kayoed in the astrometrics lab::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: I want you to get that Warp core in 5 minutes.. that's an order..

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: requesting permission to resume duties sir

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Very good mister SO_Zaldivar.. I want you to assist Susman if she required it..

MO_Charn says:
::healing a Lt burns, serious ones::

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the TL :: CTO: I'll do it in 3. / TL: Deck 11, Main Engineering. No-stops.

SO_Zaldivar says:
::Checks sensor array status::

TAC_Valrek says:
::the teams return with only two more wounded found....all rooms and corridors are clear::

EO_Susman (turbolift.wav)

CMO_Revee says:
:::stops suddenly and tries to determine where the sudden jolt came from::

TAC_Valrek says:
::sends the rest of the wounded to the mess hall::

MO_Charn says:
::notices more wounded arriving to the temporary sickbay::

OPS_Gregg says:
::shakes he head while trying to reestablish Comm to those decks::

CMO_Revee says:
::an image of Lt. Mizzi comes directly to mind:::

EO_Susman says:
:: Reaches Engineering :: 

CMO_Revee says:
Computer:: locate Lt. Mizzi

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: I want you to go to the maximum available warp speed as you can..

FCO_Mathews says:
::sets course for Bellak 3::

Host JamesGM says:
@<Mizzi> ::losing blood::

CNS_Kent says:
::uses a tricorder to diagnose a Lt, broken wrist:: Charn, the Lt.'s wrist is broken, I'm sending him your way.

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Get those sensors back online..

Morvek says:
@::watches in glee as the air is sucked out of biodome 33...  total time to complete vacuum - 30 minutes::

FCO_Mathews says:
::warps Hayden::

MO_Charn says:
Kent: don't move him, I'll go there

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the Warp core control and makes the final steps to get power form the core ::

CMO_Revee says:
Charn::  you are in charge of all sickbay systems at this time, I am needed,  I must go....

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: acknowledged

SO_Zaldivar says:
Susman:  Give me navigational sensors first! What can I do from here?

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* All damaged decks are clear , I am sealing the decks off

MO_Charn says:
CMO: All right, Doctor

CMO_Revee says:
:::runs out of sickbay with medkit headed for lab:::

CTO_Jexta says:
<Matthews: .... "as soon as you can" and not "As you can">

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: communications reestablished throughout the ship sir

FCO_Mathews says:
::something’s wrong::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Very good.. prepare to lead a security team to the Bellak 3 on my command..

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Warp is not responding

CMO_Revee says:
:::reaches lab and sees Mizzi laying on deck in a pool of blood:::

TAC_Valrek says:
::sends the teams to check that the seals are in place::

SO_Zaldivar says:
FCO:  main power is not online yet

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* Aye Sir

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: As soon as you can Mister Matthews.. go to maximum warp..

Morvek says:
@::notes that it's taking too long and speeds it up to 10 minutes::

MO_Charn says:
::arrives next to the Lt and begins to heal his wrist::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Susman*: I want that Warp core online now.. !

TAC_Valrek says:
::selects a team to go down to Bellak3::

OPS_Gregg says:
::sitting there staring at the CTO awaiting a response::

EO_Susman says:
*SO*: Sensors are available in.........Now :: The Warp core is working at 1:1 :: *CTO/FCO*: Warp is online!

CMO_Revee says:
::applies pressure bandage to gash in Mizzi's head and scans with tricorder with left hand:::::

FCO_Mathews says:
::warps Hayden::

TAC_Valrek says:
:: Takes the team to the transporter room closest::

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Try to hail the Lakeview.. ask them to speed up..

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Status of LRS and SRS  ?

SO_Zaldivar says:
::scans for ships in sector::

EO_Susman says:
*FCO*: You have the control of the WPS...IPS will be online soon

CTO_Jexta says:
Mathews: ETA to Bellak 3?

CNS_Kent says:
::moves to the next, shock, grabs a tablecloth and wraps it around him,  checks vitals- normal::

TAC_Valrek says:
*Susman* TR2 has no power, which TR has power?

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  They've been better sir but they should be able to give me basic info

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir.. Opening channels...*Lakeview* Lakeview this is the Hayden please respond

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: 2 minutes at current speed

MO_Charn says:
Lt: That should do it for now, remember to go to sickbay when this situation is over

EO_Susman says:
*TAC*: TR 1

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Is there any ship in the area ?

TAC_Valrek says:
*Susman* Thank you ::Takes team to TR1::

Morvek says:
@::notes 5 minutes to total air evacuation and moves to another biodome::

EO_Susman says:
:: Repairs a pipe from the PDT to the IPS ::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: no response sir

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Transfer all power to the SIF and the WPS... I want to get to Bellak 3 in 1 minute..

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  I detect no ships in the area of Bellak 3 friendly ship just got out of range

MO_Charn says:
Kent: how is it going with your patients?

CMO_Revee says:
::: tricorder reading drop in blood pressure :::

CNS_Kent says:
::tries to calm down a hysterical cook::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: You heard what I said to Gregg.. I want to be to Bellak 3 in 1 minute..

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* : Beta Team 3 and I are waiting in TR1 when you are ready

FCO_Mathews says:
::leaves warp:: CTO: We're there!

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::opens eyes...  blinks... and sees Jemas::

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Good.. how many lifesigns are in Biodome 33 ?

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir...::transferring all power except life support to the SIF and WPS

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::tries to smile... but then passes back out::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::Scans BD33::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Beam to Biodome 33 and try to evacuate it.. use all mean necessary to find whoever is behind this..

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: Ok here

CMO_Revee says:
::uses bioregenerator to repair gash::

TAC_Valrek says:
*CTO* Aye Sir

EO_Susman says:
*CTO/FCO*: IPS online in 4 Minutes

MO_Charn says:
Kent: All right, if you need me, just call me.

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO 33 is out of breathable air sir

TAC_Valrek says:
:: gathers weapons and other equipment::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: go to TAC Console.. try to beam the Air generator which in the other biodome to biodome 33.. ::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: ok

CTO_Jexta  (Transporter.wav)

EO_Susman (clicking.wav)

TAC_Valrek says:
::Beams Beta Team 3 and himself to Biodome 33::

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: only 5 life signs in the dome sir

CTO_Jexta says:
*Susman*: Use all mean necessary to put air in biodome 33..

CTO_Jexta says:
*Zaldivar*: than get them out of there now..

MO_Charn says:
::notices the serious cases have all been attended to by the other doctors::

TAC_Valrek says:
@:: send half of the team to evacuate and the other half to investigate::

CMO_Revee says:
::utilizes  portable Plasma Infusion Unit to stabilize blood pressure:::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::controls Transporter room remotely begins evac to sickbay from33::

CMO_Revee says:
::hits Comm badge::  Charn:: send me a two man team to assist me in transporting Lt. Mizzi to sickbay

EO_Susman says:
:: Ends the repairs in the IPS :: *FCO/CTO*: IPS would be online now

MO_Charn says:
*CMO* Aye

CNS_Kent says:
:: checks the vitals of the shock victim, still normal, he looks like he’s coming around::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*; tell me as soon  as you find anything... if there is someone responsible for all this I want to know who it is..

FCO_Mathews says:
::moves Hayden closer to Bellak 3 to orbit::

SO_Zaldivar says:
*charn* I’m sending the wounded to you in sickbay

CMO_Revee says:
::scans Mizzi with tricorder again to determine effectiveness of treatment::

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Have you manage to beam out the 5-6 survivors of biodome 33..

TAC_Valrek says:
@*CTO* :Understood

CMO_Revee says:
Mizzi:: ::whispers::  hold on Michael,  I am here

MO_Charn says:
Verdun, Martins: Join CMO Reeve, she needs help to transport a patient.

Morvek says:
@::evacuating the air from biodome 34::

CNS_Kent says:
::continues talking with the wounded::

CMO_Revee says:
::strokes Mizzi's cheek with her right hand gently::

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: all wounded maid it to sick bay ok

EO_Susman says:
*CTO*: AAAAHHHHHHHHHH....I have an energy drain in the TR 1. I'm repairing it now

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Keep checking the status of the colony.. let me know if something happen..

TAC_Valrek says:
@::gets reports of sabotage from the team::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::coughs up some blood::  sensors...  show... merchant ship...  beaming up ....  warping away...  ::passes out again::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Susman*: Activate all auxiliary generator and repair them as a soon as you can.. try to get the main power to be back fully online also..

EO_Susman says:
:: Shuts down TR 1 and gets ready TR 2 ::

Morvek says:
@::sees some security guards heading his way::

TAC_Valrek says:
@ ::sends the team out to the other biodomes to check their systems and the people::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::sets scans to sound alarm if any biodome readings leave normal parameters::

CMO_Revee says:
:::notices eye lids flutter and he begins to cough:::

OPS_Gregg says:
::continues to monitor all channels::

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: If you find anything contact mister Valrek immediately..

EO_Susman says:
*CTO*: I'm doing, sir

TAC_Valrek says:
@::walks into biodome 34::

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Contact the Lakeview.. ask them how much time it will take for them to get here ?

Morvek says:
@::takes out hand phaser and ponders whether to give out his position or not::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::begin intense scan of system for ship signatures and unnatural energy emissions::

TAC_Valrek says:
@::sends the detail with him to spread out ::

CMO_Revee says:
:::scans chest cavity for damage to ribs,  tries to determine origin of blood he is coughing up:::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: No response from the Lakeview

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: not even on sensors sir

EO_Susman says:
:: Begins Level 3 Diagnostics on the EPS ::

TAC_Valrek says:
@::gets reports back from the other details that nothing more was found::

EO_Susman (console3.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Run a level 3 diagnostic on the Subspace Comm system.. I want to know if the problem is caused by us or by them.

CMO_Revee says:
::no damage to ribs, or chest::

Morvek says:
@::fires on who appears to be the leader of the new Away Team::

Morvek  (HandPhaser.wav)

CMO_Revee says:
::puzzled by blood::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: perform a level 3 diagnostic on the LRS.. I want to know if they are fully operational..

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>: run a level 3 diagnostic on subspace channels

CMO_Revee says:
:::leans closer and notices cut on inside of Mizzi's lip, he must have bit his lip when he fell....:::

TAC_Valrek says:
@:: the rest of the security team rushes to the source of the phaser fire::

CMO_Revee says:
:::smiles gently and kisses lip....::

TAC_Valrek says:
@*CTO* : We have found an unidentified saboteur

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: I want to prepare to lead a shuttle down to the planet once power is restored to the Shuttlebay..

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  sir I’ve just detected phaser fire in biodome...

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: report ?

CMO_Revee says:
::looks up wondering where the Med team is::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>: all systems is operational

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Location ?

EO_Susman says:
EO Pig: Go to JT 6 and repair a conduit. Deck 10 Section 4, ok?

TAC_Valrek says:
@*CTO* My biosuit has been breached but I am uninjured

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: all channels are fine sir

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> Aye, sir

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO:  close to the away team

FCO_Mathews says:
CTO: Ready now sir

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> :: moves to the JT 6 ::

CNS_Kent says:
::continues to speak with the people in the mess hall:: :: thinks, I hope we soon see the last of the wounded::

TAC_Valrek says:
@:: sees the team closing in on the saboteur::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: the atmosphere should of the colony should help you.. make sure the saboteur is arrested and put in a brig..

Morvek says:
@::sets phaser t overload in 5 seconds and hurls it towards the Away Team::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::trying for transporter lock on person firing weapon::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::kisses back...  albeit weakly::

MO_Charn says:
::feels the tiredness of the long shift... oddly remembers that it begun just hours ago in Bellak3::

TAC_Valrek says:
@*CTO* We are apprehending him not sir

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Good.. keep scanning the area..

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> :: Reaches Deck 10 Section 4 and finds the cracked conduit :: *EO Susman*: I found it..

Morvek says:
@::running away::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: Very good.. a shuttle will pick you and the rest of the crew up..

TAC_Valrek says:
@::Beta Team 3 subdues the saboteur::

Morvek says:
@::waiting to hear his phaser explode::

CMO_Revee says:
::smiles at the responses from her "patient"::

SO_Zaldivar says:
::beam Valrek to sickbay::

FCO_Mathews says:
::stands up ready to follow CTO::

Morvek says:
@::sees no way out and takes out a suicide pill::

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Transfer power to shuttle bay and prepare to activate a launch sequence on Matthews Command..

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi>  ::opens eyes just to make sure it was Revee::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: go to the Shuttlebay.

TAC_Valrek says:
@*CTO* We have him and are placing him in the brig ::breathing hard::

Morvek says:
@::swallows pill::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir...transferring power now sir

FCO_Mathews says:
::enters TL and heads to Shuttlebay::

CTO_Jexta says:
*Valrek*: good..  SO_Zaldivar is attempting to beam you to sickbay.. please hold still..

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> :: seals the crack :: *EO Susman*: Conduit sealed, sir

CTO_Jexta says:
SO_Zaldivar: Beam Valrek to the Mess hall..

Morvek says:
@::drops dead::

EO_Susman says:
*EO Pig*: Ok, come back

TAC_Valrek says:
@::sends Beta Team out to find what has been sabotaged::

MO_Charn says:
::begins to treat the less serious cases, begins to expect new ones from the colony::

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> :: moves back ::

TAC_Valrek says:
::gets beamed to mess hall::

SO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Valrek is now aboard sir and in sickbay

MO_Charn says:
::watches Valrek materializing in the messhall::

CMO_Revee says:
::sees medic have finally arrive and instructs them to gently carry Lt. Mizzi to the sickbay::

FCO_Mathews says:
::enters shuttle and begins preflight::

CTO_Jexta says:
*ALL Hands*: I want a status available from our Department head as soon as possible..

Morvek says:
@::lying dead....  motionless::

Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause U.S.S. Hayden Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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